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The extremely rugged Griptech Class II and Class Ill tippers and rotators are built to take on heavy duty agricultural and 

industrial loads. The unique see-through design offers excellent operator visibility. The RM models have a 190
° 

rotating 

capability to the left, while the KIK models can rotate 360° in both directions. During rotation the boxes are supported by a 

folding side-arm that is manually adjustable in width up to a maximum of 63". This side-arm prevents damage to the boxes 

and is automatically locked in open and closed positions. Furthermore, all rotators are equipped with a hydraulic valve to 

prevent unwanted movement while not in operation. The original forks can be fitted to the rotator's carriage with ease by 

sliding them on from the side. A detachable top-arm is available in case of open-bottom boxes. 

RM TIPPER 

The RM models with their patented unique operator view can rotate 190
°

to the left using a rack and pinion system. The extra 10
° 

rotating capability 

will ensure that the boxes can be emptied completely. Rotation to the right 

and a detachable fixed side-arm for low boxes are optional. 

KIK ROTATOR 

The KIK models rotate 360° 

in both directions. Depending on the direction, 

the see-through side-arm can be moved from the left to the right side with 

ease. The high quality direct worm-wheel drive guarantees use in intense 

applications. The KIK models can be equipped with a detachable fixed side-

arm for low boxes. 

TECHNICAL DETAILS 

Model Capacity in lb 

RM 20 4400/24 II 506 

RM 30 6600/24 Ill 649 

KIK 25 5500/20 II 572 

KIK 32 7040/20 Ill 781 
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